May 23, 2013
Virginia:
AT A REGULAR MEETING of the Nelson County Broadband Authority Board at 6:00 p.m. in the
Board of Supervisors Room located on the second floor of the Nelson County Courthouse.
Present:

Allen M. Hale, East District
Constance Brennan, Central District
Larry D. Saunders, South District – Vice Chair
Thomas H. Bruguiere, Jr. West District
Stephen A. Carter, County Administrator
Candice W. McGarry, Secretary
Debra K. McCann, Treasurer
Philip D. Payne, IV – County Attorney
Susan Rorrer, Director of Information Systems
Baylor Fooks, Blue Ridge Internetworks (Network Operator)

Absent:

Thomas D. Harvey, North District – Chair

I. Call to Order
Mr. Saunders called the meeting to order at 6:05 pm, with four Members present to establish a quorum
and Mr. Harvey being absent.
II. Public Comments
1. Baylor Fooks, Blue Ridge Internetworks (BRI)
Mr. Fooks noted that he was speaking as a Service Provider on the network and that he wanted to clarify
where the construction fees were going. He explained that they were collecting the construction fees
from customers and were passing these through to the NCBA with no mark up. He noted that they were
breaking these out separately as compared to other utilities who bill this as a hidden cost. He also noted
that BRI has passed on all discounts on to the end users and had not marked up any charges.
2. Harry Baum, Afton
Mr. Baum noted his frustration and stated that his understanding was that the broadband project was
supposed to give internet access to residents. He noted that BRI was not bringing on wireless providers
and that the Verizon lines that would be used for DSL were not very good and he wanted to know what
the benefits of the project were to the average person.
III. Public Hearing – Proposed Revision to Established Rates, Fees, and Charges for Local Access
Transport Rates to Service Providers (R2013-07)
Mr. Carter noted that the NCBA had previously authorized a public hearing pursuant to state law to
revise the transport rates within the rate structure. He added that the proposed rate structure moved from
one based on bandwidth to one based on a tiered structure; that was modeled somewhat after the
Rockbridge Authority. He noted that revising these rates should help to get services out to more people.
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He added that the higher end rates were similar to what was in place before and that the proposed rate
changes would not be detrimental to the Authority's revenues.
Mr. Saunders then opened the public hearing and PH opened:
1. Clay Stewart, SCS
Mr. Stewart noted that the present tower rates were not economically feasible for his business as he
presented in his profit and loss statement presented to the Authority Board in December. He added that
he had presented actual tower rates from a couple of towers that were lower in cost and higher up than
the one in the valley and the NCBA Rockfish tower was more expensive. He noted that he hoped that he
could use the facilities by coming to terms with the NCBA on realistic pricing on the towers. He added
that he had no issue with backhaul on the fiber and these rates were reasonable. Mr. Stewart then noted
that he wanted people to get services where they cannot be reached now. He noted that RVCC was a
customer of his now and would be a relay point and he had installed 38 customers while only 9 fiber
customers had been installed. Mr. Stewart concluded by noting that future use of the towers would allow
SCS expansion and would add value to his network.
There being no other persons wishing to be recognized, the public hearing was closed.
Ms. Brennan noted that she took issue with the discount related to amortization of the Nonrecurring
Charges in the current revision and in the original rate structure. She added that these should not be
offered and views them as an unfair subsidy that should be eliminated.
In response to questions, it was noted that in relation to the Tower Access rates, the customer was the
service provider. Mr. Carter then explained that the site access fee of $200 provided for access to the
tower and ten square feet within the tower area. Mr. Carter then noted that staff had conferred with
several companies on the tower rates and other experts had reviewed them and stated that the tower rates
were very attractive including this fee.
Ms. Rorrer further explained that a service provider who would locate at the site would either have their
equipment in the NCBA shelter or would use the 10x10 fenced area to set their equipment. She added
that if their needs exceeded this, then the fee would be set based on the number of square feet needed
within the compound and if there was another need not listed in the rate structure, it would be priced on
a case by case basis. She noted that while the rates have addressed the typical options, it was hard to
address every individual provider’s requirements.
Ms. Brennan reiterated that her main concern was the discounted Nonrecurring Charges and she
proposed the consideration of offering wireless service providers an initial discounted rate to be repaid
when their customer base was established.
Mr. Hale noted that he concurred with eliminating the Nonrecurring Charges discount. He then noted
that it seemed that the towers were in place and were not being used. He added that the previous
meeting’s minutes indicated that staff would have to do more extensive marketing of the towers. He
further stated that the Authority needed to avoid those not using the system to subsidize those who were
through taxes and that they needed to provide service to as many people as possible. He noted that the
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proposed rates have that as an objective but it did not seem to be working and they needed to do
something to make the towers more marketable. He then added that he suggested doing this by having
discussions with the most likely user, Stewart Computer Services. Mr. Hale reiterated that he did not
think that the current tower rates worked and that they should be reduced to make it work. He then
proposed a 90 day period of reducing rates by 50% for a certain term contract.
Mr. Bruguiere noted that he agreed with Mr. Hale in principle; however, the County built the towers and
no other company has come along to either use them or build their own and they have a certain value.
He added that he was unsure that as far as wireless providers go, if the rates were the same around the
state. He added that the grant was a big subsidy to start with and that the County had also put money into
it which was a subsidy. He suggested that they take another look at local area rates even though the
County had three diverse companies advise staff on the establishment of the rates. He added that maybe
the Authority Board ought to take another month before the proposed rates were approved, in order to
allow staff to look at others within a 200 mile radius.
Mr. Hale noted that they needed something that worked here in the County and Mr. Bruguiere added
that he was not keen on giving 90 days for free. Mr. Hale agreed that it should not be free but set a rate
that would sell.
Mr. Hale suggested that a work session with staff and anyone else who wanted to talk about this should
be held to determine how to make it work. Ms. Brennan suggested getting the Broadband Subcommittee
involved.
Mr. Carter then advised Members that the Broadband Subcommittee had originally endorsed the rates.
He added that he agreed with taking more time to review the rates; and he reiterated that staff has been
told to date that they were good. He added that this did not mean that the rates had to work for Mr.
Stewart.
Mr. Saunders noted that the Members have had the rates for a while; however he agreed that a workshop
on to how to make this work better would be beneficial. He added that staff and the Authority have
worked on this as a starting point and it has been stated that they would keep evaluating them and would
potentially lower or raise them in the future.
Ms. Rorrer noted that the tower rates would be based on the lease terms. She added that Members should
keep in mind that two things were going on and that staff has addressed the transport rates over the fiber
and has refined these to be more attractive. She noted that if the NCBA approved the rate revision
resolution it did not mean that they could not consider tower rates and go through the public hearing
process again. She added that the rate structure would be an evolving document and that they did not
have to have all changes done at one time; and they could approve the changes to the transport rates and
then revisit the other rates.
Ms. Rorrer then noted that the local access transport rates were modified in order to keep the monthly
cost to customers around $60; whereas the previous rate was a $270 per month minimum charge to
Service Providers. She added that the proposed rates were based on a different type of structure that was
conducive to serving customer; noting that the previous rates were symmetrical which was equivalent to
the proposed Tier 2 rates.
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Mr. Bruguiere noted that the Tier 1 rates were a significant reduction and were affordable to most
people.
Mr. Carter added that the current fees were based on the amount of bandwidth that a company would
transport over the network and now the service provider would be providing certain speeds and would
be charging him as a customer for this. He added that Mr. Payne had advised that the Authority could
amend the rates beyond what was advertised after the public hearing.
Mr. Bruguiere suggested that the NCBA adopt the proposed resolution and continue to work on the
rates. He added that they could explore more service providers in the next month. Mr. Hale then agreed
that they should adopt the proposed local access transport rates; however he was still not happy about
the Nonrecurring Charges discount.
Mr. Carter reported that to date, the County had not incurred any discounts but that this could be a
financial consideration in the future. He added that potentially, even with the discount, if fiber
installations ramped up, the money could be recovered. He reiterated that the fiber installation discount
was an incentive for connection.
Ms. Rorrer noted that one of reasons why the discount and amortization opportunities were there was
because the only way to be successful was to have customers and this was being done by making things
affordable. She added that these discounts put potential customers in a position to be more able to afford
a fiber connection to their home and use the internet in a totally different way. She then advised
Members that she felt strongly that they would be jeopardizing the viability of the Authority’s network if
they considered eliminating these. Mr. Bruguiere suggested leaving these in the rate structure for now
and then consider taking them out later as they were an incentive to get people connected now. Ms.
Rorrer then noted that if a customer received a 50% discount, the Authority would recover that $750 and
would earn an additional $750 over a five year contract.
Members and staff then briefly discussed the difference between the proposed rates and the current rates
with staff noting that the only changes being made were to the local access transport rates and that these
were the rates that were being used on an interim basis as authorized by the Authority.
Following this brief discussion, Mr. Hale moved to approve resolution R2013-07 Establishment of
Revised Rates, Fees, and Charges to Service Providers to reflect the new local access rates, including
Tiers 1, 2, and 3 but not including the Nonrecurring Charges discount.
Mrs. Brennan seconded the motion and noted that she thought the idea of a workshop with BRI and the
public would be beneficial.
Mr. Carter explained that the Nonrecurring Charges discount costs would be recovered plus some and
that maybe this needed to be shown before this was stricken.
Mr. Saunders noted that he felt that staff felt strongly about this and that he would go along with what
they recommend. Mr. Carter noted that he was not generally in favor of subsidies and he suggested
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tabling the removal of the Nonrecurring Charges discount. He added that these rates had been authorized
to be used until they were officially approved.
Mr. Hale then withdrew his previous motion and then moved to approve resolution R2013-07
Establishment of Revised Rates, Fees, and Charges to Service Providers and Mr. Bruguiere seconded the
motion.
It was then further clarified that the Nonrecurring Charges discounts were already in place and that the
local transport access charges using the Tiers were the only new rates in the proposed resolution.
Members then noted that they were not addressing the Nonrecurring Charges discount yet, even though
Ms. Brennan noted that now was the opportunity to take them out at this time.
There being no further discussion, Members voted (3-1) by roll call vote to approve the motion, with
Ms. Brennan voting NO and the following resolution was adopted:
RESOLUTION R2013-07
NELSON COUNTY BROADBAND AUTHORITY
ESTABLISHMENT OF REVISED RATES, FEES, AND CHARGES
TO SERVICE PROVIDERS
WHEREAS, Pursuant to §15.2-5431.25 (B) and (C) of the Virginia Wireless Service Authority Act, the
Nelson County Broadband Authority may fix and revise rates, fees and other charges after a public
hearing at which all of the users of such facilities; the owners, tenants or occupants of property served or
to be served thereby; and all others interested have had an opportunity to be heard concerning the
proposed rates, fees and charges; and
WHEREAS, after the adoption by the authority of Resolution R2013-03, a resolution setting forth the
preliminary schedule or schedules fixing and classifying such rates, fees and charges, notice of a public
hearing, setting forth the proposed schedule or schedules of rates, fees and charges, that was advertised
in two publications, at least six days apart, in a newspaper having a general circulation in the area to be
served by such systems at least 60 days before the date fixed in such notice for the hearing.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Nelson County Broadband Authority that the
revised schedule fixing and classifying rates, fees, and charges is hereby adopted and in effect as
follows:
Local Access Rates (Rates for Providers to Utilize the Network for Transport to an End User):
Class of Service
Tier 1
Last Mile (E7 to ONT)
Tier 2
Last Mile or Service Provider Middle Mile
(OLT to ONT/OLT)

Speed (Mbps)
25x5
50x10
25x25
50x50
100x100
250x250
500x500
1,000x1,000

MRC
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25
50
75
150
300
700
850
1,000
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Tier 3
Private WAN

Two Site WAN "P2P"
(ONT to ONT)
Three or More Site WAN "Cloud"
(per node)

25
100
500
1,000
100
500
1,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250
800
1,280
1,660
500
800
1,040

Non-recurring charges (NRC) are those costs incurred in connection with the installation of the fiber
drop and ONT. The customer will be responsible for the payment of these costs on the following terms.
NRC not exceeding $1500 will be discounted as follows:
Term of Contract
Discount
12 months
none
24 months
10%
36 months
20%
48 months
35%
60 or more months
50%
The undiscounted balance of NRC together with any NRC in excess of $1500 may be amortized over
the term of the original contract.
Colocation Charges for Providers within NCBA shelters:
Quantity
2 RU
One-half rack
Full Rack

Monthly Cost
$75.
$200.
$350.

All rentals are based on a space available basis. Rental will include access to one 20 amp, 120 volt
circuit. Redundant CC power (-48 volt) will be available as well. The Colocation charges include up to
20 amps of DC power. Additional DC power, subject to availability, will be priced at $6.25 per amp in
10 amp increments.
Tower Access:
Location on Tower
Top thirty feet in 10 feet sections

Next thirty feet in 10 foot sections

Price per Month per Customer
$275 per antenna for first three antennas
(includes cables and ancillary equipment
such as tower mounted amplifiers) $150
per additional antenna installed by the same
lessee.
$175 per antenna for first three antennas
(includes cables and ancillary equipment
such as tower mounted amplifiers) $90 per
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Remaining access in 10 foot sections

additional antenna installed by the same
lessee.
$50 per antenna (includes cables and
ancillary equipment such as tower mounted
amplifiers)

All tower access charges are in addition to a site access fee of $200 per month. Site access fee entitles
lessee access to electric power (contracted for by lessee) and ground space for cabinet (10 square feet).
Shelter colocation charges and local transport charges are additional as are lease space for placing
shelters, generators or other equipment. Items not specifically addressed will be priced on an individual
basis.
Preference will be given to providers wishing space higher on the towers. The NCBA may limit the size
of antennas or duration of leases for antennas located below the top 80 feet.
Tower leases will be accepted based on maximum allowable loading of a tower. If, in the sole discretion
of the NCBA, an analysis of the structural integrity of the tower is deemed necessary, then the costs of
the analysis will be borne by the lessee.
These rates apply to towers operated by the NCBA. Rates for towers leased by the NCBA may be
subject to approval by the lessor.
Dark Fiber Leases:
The NCBA will have a limited number of fibers available for dark fiber leasing at an annual rate of
$1250 per leased fiber per mile for durations longer than 60 months. Leases for 60 months or less will
be priced at an annual rate of $1550 per leased fiber per mile. Fiber will not be leased for periods of less
than 24 months. These leases will be subject to prior allocation for other uses and are made at the
discretion of the NCBA board.
Increase in Rates:
Rates are firm for a contract or lease term which does not exceed five years.
For contract and lease terms exceeding five years, payments shall be adjusted every year commencing
with the first annual anniversary of the lease Commencement Date and thereafter on the subsequent
anniversaries of that date (the Adjustment Date). Such adjustments shall be for the purpose of reflecting
the increase, if any, in the cost of living. The adjustment, if any, shall be calculated based upon the
United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index for All Urban
Consumers (CPI-U) for the South, Size D-Nonmetropolitan (less than 50,000) (the "Index").
The Index published as of the most recent month prior to the Adjustment Date shall be compared with
the Index twelve (12) months immediately preceding. On the Adjustment Date the annual payment shall
be increased by the percentage equal to the change, if any, in the Index between the two specified
months. The Adjusted payment shall then become the new Base payment for the following twelve
month period and be used to calculate the next annual payment adjustment.
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Penalty and Interest:
Any sum due NCBA and unpaid by the due date shall be assessed a 10% penalty and carry interest at the
rate of 12% per annum.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Staff is authorized to honor written pricing offers to a party in
connection with a contract under negotiation, made in reliance on the rate schedule superseded today,
provided that such contract is executed prior to September 1, 2013.
Staff then reiterated that the intent of the Nonrecurring Charges discount was to assist with the hurdle of
high connection expenses. It was noted that staff was to further look at wireless provider rates and the
Nonrecurring Charges discount.
III. Consent Agenda
A. Resolution – R2013-08 Minutes for Approval
Mr. Hale moved to approve the consent agenda and Mr. Bruguiere seconded the motion. There being no
further discussion, Supervisors voted unanimously (4-0) by roll call vote to approve the motion and the
following resolution was adopted:
RESOLUTION-R2013-08
NELSON COUNTY BROADBAND AUTHORITY
APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
(February 26, 2013 and April 25, 2013)
RESOLVED, by the Nelson County Broadband Authority that the minutes of said Authority’s meetings
conducted on February 26, 2013 and April 25, 2013 be and hereby are approved and authorized for
entry into the official record of the Broadband Authority’s meetings.
IV. New/Unfinished Business
A. Broadband Infrastructure Project Update
Mr. Carter reported that staff was in the process of closing out the construction project. He added that
Staff had met with MASTEC to address the VDOT punch list and they were going to be working on the
last couple of items in the next week or so. He noted that as for the project closeout with NTI, staff was
in the process of submitting documents that showed all of the network assets and final reporting would
be done at the end of June.
Mr. Carter reported that operationally, the Authority was on the cusp of contracting with Shentel to
provide the schools services; which would be a good source of revenue. He added that Midatlantic
Broadband should be collocated in the shelter by the first of the month. Mr. Carter then noted that
ongoing need to tackle the high cost of installation of the fiber which was a roadblock right now.
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A. Network Operator Report - Blue Ridge Internetworks
Mr. Baylor Fooks presented the Network Operator Report for the period of 5/1/13 to 5/23/13 as follows:
I. Operational
Active Service Provider Circuits:
Pending Installations
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Trouble Tickets: One trouble ticket remains open. Bad UPS battery for an ONT.
II. Administrative
BRI is working with Debbie McCann to develop suitable income and deposit reports.
BRI is working with Susan Rorrer to:
1. Develop a Sales Order Addendum to document the cost and term of each
Service Provider circuit individually.
2. Obtain approval for expenses related to fiber asset documentation
software.
3. Develop process for billing service provider for the actual cost of ONT’s.
III. Financial
Income:
Total Service Charges to date: $5,714.75
Total Other Charges to date: $9,576.20
Total Charges to date:
$15,290.95
Balance Sheet:
Total Checking/Savings:
Total Accounts Receivable
Total Current Assets

$14,790.95
$ 500.00
$15,290.95

Limited Liabilities & Equity

$0.00

Mr. Fooks then noted that everyone wanted to take advantage of the 5 year term without amortization.
He noted that the customer was getting the $750 discount if the connection charge was more than $1500
and the customer was obligated to 5 yrs of service. He noted that the objection to sales was that a lot of
customers did not want a five year contract. He noted that BRI has offered to let them out of the contract
after 2 years if the customer pays off the balance of construction at that point. He then added that as a
Service Provider, he has a substantial risk because he is acting as the go between in billing these costs.
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He added that the goal should be to get the network to operate at a break-even point or even so that the
NCBA could make capital investments in the network.
Mr. Fooks then noted that the April report was in error and there were now eight (8) active circuits and
six (6) orders under contract; so the network now had fourteen (14) customers.
VI. Other Business (As May Be Presented)
There was no other business considered by the Authority.
VII. Adjournment
At 7:05 PM, Mr. Hale moved to adjourn the meeting and Mr. Bruguiere seconded the motion. There
being no further discussion, Members voted unanimously by voice vote to approve the motion and the
meeting adjourned.
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